Seminoma component of mixed testicular germ cell tumor shows a higher incidence of loss of heterozygosity than pure-type seminoma.
Using analysis of allelic loss (loss of heterozygosity [LOH]), we previously reported a putative progression pathway from germ cell neoplasia in situ (GCNIS) to seminoma and then to embryonal carcinoma in mixed-type testicular germ cell tumors. To identify the genetic backgrounds related to the progression of nonseminomatous germ cell tumor, patterns of LOH were studied in seminoma components in mixed tumors (18 cases), pure seminomas (20 cases), and coexisting GCNIS lesions. Each tumor was assessed for LOH at 22 polymorphic loci located on 12 chromosomal arms: 3q, 5q, 6p, 9p, 10q, 11p, 12p, 12q, 13q, 17p, 17q, and 18q. For all informative loci, the frequency of LOH in seminoma components in mixed tumors was significantly higher than that in pure seminomas (32% [96/302 loci] versus 19% [60/323 loci], P < .0001). The frequency of LOH in GCNIS lesions was not significantly different between the 2 tumor groups. The frequencies of LOH at chromosomes 6p and 10q were significantly higher in seminoma components in mixed tumors than in pure seminomas (P = .020 and P = .0041, respectively). Immunohistochemical analysis demonstrated a close association between the allelic status of the 10q23 locus and levels of phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted from chromosome 10 protein expression in seminoma (P = .00051). These data indicate that the seminoma, which has a potential to progress to nonseminomatous germ cell tumor, already exhibits several genetic changes including allelic losses of 6p and 10q, unlike pure seminoma.